Millions of images at your fingertips.
Accelerate content creation across your organization. Adobe Stock gives your creative teams access to 90 million images, graphics, videos, templates, 3D assets and our Premium and Editorial collections—right from the Adobe creative apps they use every day. With 60,000 images added daily from 180,000 Contributors in 180 countries, Adobe Stock delivers creative assets that are always relevant. And thanks to Adobe CreativeSync, it’s easy to access Adobe Stock images across desktop and mobile or share them with other team members.

Inspiration without interruptions.
Adobe Stock is built right into Creative Cloud applications like Adobe Photoshop CC, Illustrator CC, Premiere Pro CC, and InDesign CC. That means your team can browse, license, and share Adobe Stock assets from the Creative Cloud Libraries panel in the creative tools they are already using, instead of bouncing back and forth to their browser to find the right graphic or photo. It’s easy to experiment with images before you buy. Simply open the watermarked version directly in your comp or sequence to see how it looks, and edit it like any other asset. If you decide to license it, just right-click the image in the Libraries panel and select license. All your edits are automatically applied to the licensed version, saving hours of re-work. And purchased images can be shared with everyone on your team—with edits intact—so your projects stay in sync. Plus new read-only libraries let you invite people to view your files or use your assets while preventing them from making edits.

Find what you need—fast.
With millions of images to choose from, you need powerful search capabilities to connect your projects with the perfect images. Adobe Stock makes it easy to find exactly what you’re looking for with Visual Search and our new aesthetic filters that match your team’s queries to the most relevant results. Browse themed collections to add the right touch to your next campaign. Access content from the world’s leading image makers with the Adobe Stock Premium collection. Even find assets in different languages thanks to multilingual metadata support. And new price-based searches make it easy for you to stay on budget or find the perfect Premium image.

Worry-free licensing.
All Adobe Stock images are royalty-free, which means your team can deliver global brand campaigns while ensuring they are always in compliance. Once you license an asset through Adobe Stock, your team can use that asset with unlimited impressions and print runs. There are no expiration dates and no geographical restrictions. And all Adobe Stock for enterprise assets* include an extended license that lets you use them in press releases, apps, calendars, postcards, T-shirts, presentation templates, video clips, and other projects you intend to sell or distribute.

Significant gains with no pain.
Because Adobe Stock is integrated directly into Creative Cloud apps, your team can significantly boost their productivity. In fact, creative pros can work with Adobe Stock assets more than up to 10 times faster than with other stock services. According to a recent Pfeiffer Report, it takes just 16 seconds to license and replace an image in a project with Adobe Stock, while it takes nearly 3 minutes with other stock providers. Licensing, replacing, and making color adjustments takes 28 seconds with Adobe Stock compared to 4 minutes and 47 seconds with other stock vendors. And licensing, replacing, and making multiple image adjustments takes 42 seconds with Adobe Stock versus 7 minutes and 16 seconds with other stock services.1

Time it takes with Adobe Stock to license and replace an image.

16 sec

Time it takes with Adobe Stock to license, replace, and color adjust an image.

26 sec

Time it takes with Adobe Stock to license, replace, and make multiple adjustments on an image.

42 sec

The key to every successful creative project is finding the right visual elements. Adobe Stock gives you millions of options to choose from while making it easy to find, try, and buy the perfect one. For more information about how your team can get started with Adobe Stock, visit www.adobe.com/go/stock.

Adobe Stock gives your creative teams access to 90 million images, graphics, videos, templates, 3D assets and our Premium and Editorial collections—right from the Adobe creative apps they use every day.

*Varies by customer agreement
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